Droplet Computing
at Trustmarque
Trustmarque has partnered with Droplet
Computing containers to help you to redefine
the delivery of legacy applications. Droplet
Computing greatly simplifies and reduces the cost
of delivering applications by selling three things.
Compatibility, Security leading to Compliance.

Droplet
Computing®

Why Droplet Computing?
Compatibility Droplet Containers run
any Windows compatible generation
of software application. So, the legacy
applications that your business still
needs to run that run on Dos, Win XP
or 7 will be able to seamless run on
any platform Droplet supports.

Security Droplet
Containers wrap a layer of Security
around your applications blocking
all inbound traffic. The security of the
container is frequently penetration
tested both by our customers and by
independent third-party experts. The
last round of commissioned pen testing
was conducted by the NCC Group PLC.

ABOUT DROPLET
COMPUTING
We are a software-based
container solution that works
by taking your apps and
installing them, unchanged,
inside a secure, and isolated
containerised environment.
In turn, this containerised
environment is portable
and can be delivered to
your device regardless of
OS, executing locally and
offline. Alternatively, it can
be delivered using Windows
app publishing solutions for
multi-user deployments.
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Compliance
Droplet works closely with its customers to help them achieve
the level of compliance required to meet such standards as
NIST, Cyber Essential Plus or other regulatory standards.

Solutions with Droplet and Trustmarque
Whatever your challenge may be whether it be you need additional
security to continue running business critical legacy applications.
Or legacy server infrastructure or that you want a more costeffective simpler method to deliver any applications to end users
Droplet Containers can meet your compliance needs.





THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

THE OUTCOME

Old applications
running on historic
operating systems,
(such as Win XP
& Server 2003)

We seamlessly transfer
the applications into
a secure container
and giving you access
to a whole new
operating system.

A compatible, secure,
and compliant offering
for your legacy servers
and applications.

Find out more
See how Droplet Computing containers can help transform the way you
deliver applications today. Contact us to discuss your requirements, for
a demonstration or to redefine your application delivery.

www.trustmarque.com/partners/droplet-computing/
0845 2101 50
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